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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  present a new software tool called CDN (Collaborative Data Network) for sharing and

querying of clinical documents modeled using HL7 v3 standard (e.g., Clinical Document

Architecture (CDA), Continuity of Care Document (CCD)). Similar to the caBIG initiative, CDN

aims to foster innovations in cancer treatment and diagnosis through large-scale, sharing of

clinical data. We  focus on cancer because it is the second leading cause of deaths in the US.

CDN  is based on the synergistic combination of peer-to-peer technology and the extensible

markup language XML and XQuery. Using CDN, a user can pose both structured queries and

keyword queries on the HL7 v3 documents hosted by data providers. CDN is unique in its

design – it supports location oblivious queries in a large-scale, network wherein a user does

not  explicitly provide the location of the data for a query. A location service in CDN discovers

data of interest in the network at query time. CDN uses standard cryptographic techniques

to  provide security to data providers and protect the privacy of patients. Using CDN, a user

can pose clinical queries pertaining to cancer containing aggregations and joins across data

hosted by multiple data providers. CDN is implemented with open-source software for web

application development and XML query processing. We  ran CDN in a distributed environ-

ment using Amazon EC2 as a testbed. We  report its performance on real and synthetic

datasets of discharge summaries. We  show that CDN can achieve good performance in a

setup with large number of data providers and documents.

© 2013 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1.  Introduction

Today, it is well agreed upon that through effective use of
Information Technology (IT), health care costs can be reduced
and better quality care can be delivered to patients. The US
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government is spending billions of dollars to promote the
adoption of electronic health records and to develop Health
Information Exchanges (HIEs) [46]. HIEs aim to enable “the
electronic movement  of health-related information across
organizations according to nationally recognized standards”
[46]. They are considered to be the building blocks for
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Nationwide Health Information Network (NHIN) initiative [45]
and are designed to achieving Institute of Medicine’s (IOM)
vision of a learning healthcare system [19]. Some of the estab-
lished HIEs such as HealthBridge, CareSpark, Indiana Health
Information Exchange, and MedVirginia serve up to few mil-
lion patients and few thousand physicians, thereby, hosting
large volumes of patient data [47].

Recently, “data sharing and collaboration” and “large scale
management of health care data” have been identified as the
key IT challenges to advance the nation’s healthcare system
[80]. This is because vast amounts of health-related informa-
tion remain untapped due to the lack of suitable IT solutions.
Personal health information resides in digital silos and health-
care systems do not easily share information with each other.
However, by tearing down these silos, health-related informa-
tion can be utilized by medical practitioners and researchers
to provide efficient, quality, timely, and cost–effective care to
patients.

The National Cancer Institute’s caBIG is a nation-wide ini-
tiative, whose vision is to advance research on cancer and
improve clinical outcomes for patients by connecting the
members of the cancer community to share knowledge and
data [32]. The caBIG community has more  than 190 orga-
nizations [13]. Today, there are 124 participating institutes
connected to caGrid – the underlying network infrastructure
of caBIG. The community has shown great interest in sharing
large amounts for biospecimen annotations, microarray data,
cancer genome data (e.g., tissue samples), and so forth [14].
Such large-scale sharing of biomedical and clinical data is the
first step towards collaborative e-science in the 21st century.

Achieving interoperability among applications processing
clinical data has been a topic of interest for several years.
Many  advances have been made in developing standards for
clinical data with regard to exchange/messaging, terminology,
application, architecture, and so forth [53]. The standards from
Health Level Seven International (HL7) have become popular
for the exchange, integration, sharing and retrieval of elec-
tronic health information. HL7 standards are used by 90% of
the hospitals in the US.1 More  recently, HL7 Version 3 standard
was developed to enable semantic interoperability in healthcare
data interchange [63]. (XML is used to encode the data.) The
documents in HL7 v3 are derived from the Reference Informa-
tion Model (RIM) and use terminologies such as SNOMED CT,
LOINC, CPT and ICD-9. Software tools are available for mod-
eling data using HL7 v3 standards (e.g., Model-Driven Health
Tools [67], caAdapter [15], HL7 Tooling [66]).

We present a new software tool called CDN (Collaborative
Data Network) for sharing and querying of clinical data
modeled in HL7 v3 standard. Of particular interest to us are
the HL7 CDA (Clinical Document Architecture) and CCD (Con-
tinuity of Care Document) standards. CDN is ideal tool for data
providers (e.g., clinic, hospital, research lab) who wish to selec-
tively enable data sharing and querying of HL7 v3 documents.
While CDN is not restricted to a particular health condition,
the GUI of CDN is designed for posing clinical queries related
to cancer diagnosis and treatment. Cancer is the second most
leading cause of deaths in the US. CDN differs from the aim of

1 http://www.itl.nist.gov/div897/docs/Message Maker.html.

HIEs in the sense that it is not designed for the electronic movement
of health-related information across organizations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides the background and motivations. Section 3
describes the novel architecture of CDN, the query processing
approach, and security schemes in CDN. Section 4 describes
the implementation and evaluation of CDN. We  provide a dis-
cussion in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

This work has previously appeared in the conference
proceedings of the 2010 and 2012 ACM SIGHIT International
Health Informatics Symposium [68,71]).

2.  Background  and  motivations

2.1.  The  peer-to-peer  model  of  computing

We have witnessed a huge success of the P2P model of comput-
ing in the last decade. This has culminated in the development
of Internet-scale applications such as Kazaa, BitTorrent, and
Skype. P2P computing has also become popular in ecommerce
and ebusiness and has lead to the development of many
Internet-scale systems. Innovations in P2P computing, most
notably the concept of Distributed Hash Table (DHT) (e.g.,
Chord [81], Pastry [76], CAN [72], Tapestry [90], Kademlia [62]),
has been embraced by key-value stores of production quality
such as Dynamo [24], Cassandra [56], and Voldemort [58]. DHT-
based systems have good scalability, fault-tolerance, and load
balancing properties. Because of these useful properties, CDN

employs a DHT for indexing HL7 v3 documents and locating
relevant documents during query processing.

2.2.  XML  and  distributed  XQuery

The extensible markup language XML has become the de facto
standard for information representation and interchange on
the Internet. It is widely adopted in a variety of domains
ranging from ecommerce to health informatics. XQuery is a
popular query language for XML and is recommended by the
W3C. It is a functional language that subsumes XPath – a
query language for selecting qualifying nodes in an XML doc-
ument. XQuery allows for the creation of new elements and
attributes and the specification of their contents and rela-
tionships. Queries in XQuery can contain for, let, where,
order by,  and return clauses and are frequently called FLWOR

expressions.
A great deal of work has been done in the area of distributed

query processing [55]. There are three well-known approaches
to processing a distributed query, namely, pure data shipping,
pure query shipping, and hybrid shipping. Neither pure data
shipping nor pure query shipping are the best choices in all
scenarios in a distributed setting and a hybrid approach has
shown to perform better [55]. Distributed XQuery processing
[73,33,89,34,29,25,38] has been studied in recent years. The
underlying principle is to ship portions of a query to remote
servers which then execute them. Locations of remote servers
are specified in the query. These previous solutions were not
designed for a P2P network, where the locations of relevant
data of interest may not be known apriori. In contrast, CDN
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Fig. 1 – Architecture of psiX.

differs from previous techniques as it supports location oblivi-
ous queries.

Due to the popularity of P2P systems, several approaches
were developed to find/locate relevant XML  documents and
their publishers in a P2P environment [37,54,4,20,70]. Of par-
ticular interest to us is the psiX system [70,69], which is used
in CDN to process location oblivious queries. The psiX system is
an Internet-scale location service for XML  documents. Using
psiX, participants can publish their XML  documents so that
others can query them. The original documents reside with
the owners and summarized representations of documents
are indexed in a distributed fashion using a DHT. Any partici-
pant can issue an XPath query and psiX will locate all the XML
documents (and their publishers) that contain a match for the
query.

Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of psiX and the different
components within it. The first main component is the Sig-
nature and Value Summary Generator. An XML document is
mapped to its signature. This signature is essentially a bit
string and can capture the document’s structural properties
and content. To compute the signature of a document, we
summarize the document into a graph, and assign irreducible
polynomials (from a finite field [8]) carefully to the edges of
this graph. After that we compute the (algebraic) signature
by taking the product of the assigned irreducible polyno-
mials. (Irreducible polynomials are like prime numbers in a
finite field). An XPath query is also mapped to its signature.
A useful necessary condition of psiX’s signature represen-
tation method is that if a document contains a match for a
query, then the query signature (algebraically) divides the document
signature.

The next main component is the Publisher. It builds and
maintains distributed, hierarchical indexes on the signatures
of published documents. By design, similar documents have
similar signatures and can be grouped together into fewer
index nodes to reduce the search time. The indexes allow
us to efficiently test the aforementioned necessary condition
to find matching documents. The nodes of the indexes are
stored (as key-value pairs) by different peers in the under-
lying DHT network. This enables psiX to load balance and
scale.

The last main component is the Document Locator. To
locate relevant XML documents for a given XPath query, the
signature of the query is used to traverse and search an index
for matches. The traversal begins from the root of the index
and is similar to accessing a hierarchical index such as an R-
tree. Because the index nodes are distributed across peers, the
peer where the query is issued uses DHT APIs to contact appro-
priate peers during index traversal. As psiX is built over a DHT,
it inherits the scalability, fault-tolerance, and load balancing
properties of the DHT. Note that the original XML  documents
are never stored by psiX; this provides complete control to the
owners of the documents.

2.3.  Semantic  interoperability  in  healthcare  data
interchange

Achieving interoperability between healthcare systems has
been one of hardest challenges in medical informatics. The
HL7 v3 standard (e.g., CDA R2 [28]) aims to provide incremen-
tal semantic interoperability and therefore, HL7 v3 documents
can evolve over time. An adopter can start with minimal
structure in the HL7 v3 documents and over time add more
structure to the documents and code content using standard
terminologies such as SNOMED CT, ICD-9, and LOINC. Differ-
ent XML schemas can be designed by the data providers to
model their data as long as the schemas are derived from the
Reference Information Model (RIM).

A data provider is free to choose a standard clinical ter-
minology for coding clinical concepts. With the availability
of methods to map  codes between standard terminologies
[3,2], it is possible to search for the same clinical condi-
tion coded using different terminologies. However, within
the same standard terminology, the same concept can be
coded in different ways [7,6]. For example, there is more
than one way to represent concepts in SNOMED CT through
pre-coordination or post-coordination of codes. While CDN is
designed to enable sharing and querying of HL7 v3 clinical
documents in a distributed environment, it is currently inca-
pable of determining the equivalency between different codes
(e.g., for pre-coordinated and post-coordinated concepts) dur-
ing query processing.

2.4.  Data  integration  systems

A survey has shown that many  state-level HIEs are based
on a federated database model [41]. BIRN [52] is one of the
early initiatives for large-scale sharing and collaboration of
biomedical data (e.g., neuroimaging data). SHRINE [86,85] is
a federated querying tool for aggregating data from multi-
ple sites. Currently, SHRINE does not support joins. FURTHeR
[60,59] is a federated querying tool for heterogeneous data
sources owned by multiple organizations. It emphasizes on
OSGi-based development (http://www.osgi.org). FURTHeR has
been used to query two live data sources and is integrated
with the i2b2 web frontend. FURTHeR does not support data
sources modeled using the HL7 v3 standard. Recently, the
Cross-Institutional Clinical Translation project developed a
federated query tool to facilitate clinical trial cohort discov-
ery [5] across three academic medical centers. The tool was
developed by adapting the software from the i2b2 project. The
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aforementioned tools use a federated architecture, where only
aggregate counts are returned by the data providers when
queried, to comply with state and federal laws [85].

NCI’s caBIG [32] also uses a federated database model.
It’s underlying network infrastructure, called caGrid [77], is a
model-driven, service oriented architecture, and the data ser-
vices are accessed via grid services that expose data sources
in well-documented, interoperable form. To the best of our
knowledge, among the aforementioned federated systems,
only caGrid [77] supports XML  queries over native XML data
sources.

Recently, HIWAS [48,49] was developed for analyzing clin-
ical data represented as complex XML  documents (e.g., HL7
CDA). It summarizes clinical documents using the Semantic
Data Guide to facilitates faster access to relevant informa-
tion. CDN differs from HIWAS in the sense that the original
HL7 v3 documents are queried directly by users. Moreover, CDN

operates in a distributed environment.

2.5.  Symmetric-key  and  public-key  cryptography

Today, there are two classes of cryptographic techniques:
symmetric-key and public-key cryptography. In symmetric-
key cryptography, the same key is used to encrypt and
decrypt a message. Thus, a sender and a receiver must share
a common key to securely exchange messages. Advanced
Encryption Standard (or AES) is a widely used symmetric-key
cryptographic technique [22]. To overcome the requirement
of sharing a common key between a sender and a receiver,
public-key cryptographic techniques were developed [26,75].
The sender generates a public and private key pair. The pri-
vate key is known only to the sender, but its public key is made
public. The sender uses its private key to encrypt a message.
The receiver uses the public key of the sender to decrypt its
message. RSA is a widely used public-key cryptographic tech-
nique [75]. On large messages, RSA is slower than AES, and
therefore, it is common to use a combination of RSA and AES
on them [74]. We  employ this strategy in CDN during query
processing.

2.6.  Motivations

The design of CDN is motivated by the following limitations
of connecting heterogeneous XML  data sources via a service-
oriented architecture (e.g., as in caGrid): (a) the inability to
express complex queries effectively using XQuery, and (b) the
lack of fine-grained selection of data sources.

Consider a query in caGrid to find all the expression data
where there are at least 50 conditions for genes found in the vacuole
shown in Fig. 2. (This example is taken from Summary and Ini-
tial Recommendations draft available on the website of caBIG
[91].) The query performs joins across data exposed by three
data services Gene, GeneOntology, and Microarray. Suppose
we want a query to access Gene and Microarray data from
all possible data providers to perform the join. Then multiple
queries should be posed – each one for a particular combina-
tion of Gene and Microarray data service – and therefore, will
lead to poor scalability and performance when the number of
data services grow.

Fig. 2 – An XQuery query in caGrid.

CDN overcomes this limitation by constructing a location
oblivious query. This is done by replacing service (“http://...
GeneService.wsdl”) with the phrase collection (“CDN”) and
replacing service(“http://...MicroarrayService.wsdl”) with the
phrase collection(“CDN”) in the original query. Now the
query specifies a join over multiple data sources without
specifying the locations of Gene and Microarray documents
distributed across a network of participating data providers.
From a user’s perspective, a single query is posed, rather than a
potentially large number of queries with location information
(or data services). From a system’s perspective, fewer queries
need to be processed.

Consider another query that performs aggregation over
all or multiple data sources. Suppose the query has multi-
ple selection predicates with a Boolean AND operation (e.g.,
gender = “female” AND smoker = “yes” AND age > 35). In a
service-oriented environment like caGrid, the query will be
shipped to each data source (assuming the data service name
is known), but only a few may contain data that satisfies all the
selection predicates. It is, therefore, effective to identify those
data sources that contain matching data for all the selection
predicates and to ship the query to only those data providers.
CDN aims to achieve such fine-grained selection of data sources
through the indexing power of psiX. The benefit is clear: the
number of queries issued in the network can be reduced and
resources such as network bandwidth can be saved.

Fig. 3 – Key components of CDN.
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Q1: Ho w man y mal e patient s ha d colo n cance r in th e targe t pop ulation ?

count (

for $x in collection("CDN")/Clini cal Docu men t

where $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/Patient = "M" and

($x//observation/code[@co deS yste m=" 2.16 .84 0.1. 113 883. 6.9 6"][ @co de = "315058005" ] or

$x//procedure/code[@codeSys tem= "2. 16.8 40. 1.11 388 3.6.96" ][@c ode = "315058005"] )

return $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID

)

(a) XQuery query for Q1 over coded content in the HL7 v3 documents

/ClinicalDocument[RecordTar get /Pat ien tRol e/P atie nt = "M"][RecordTarget/Patie ntR ole/ ID]

//observation/code[@codeS yst em=" 2.1 6.84 0.1 .113 883 .6.9 6"] [@co de = "315058005" ]

/ClinicalDocument[RecordTarget/PatientRole/Patient = "M"][RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID]

//procedure/code[@codeSys tem ="2. 16. 840. 1.1 1388 3.6 .96" ][@ cod e = "315058005" ]

(b) Two maximal XPath express ions for Q1
(: ********* * Quer y templat e A ******** * :)

for $x in doc("...")/ClinicalDocum ent

where $x/RecordTarget/Patie ntRo le/ Pati ent = "M " an d

$x//observation/code[@cod eSy stem ="2 .16. 840 .1.1 138 83.6 .96 "][@ cod e = "315058005" ]

return <res > {$x/RecordTarget/Patie ntRo le/ ID} </res >

(: ********** * Quer y templat e B ******** * :)

for $x in doc("...")/ClinicalDocum ent

where $x/RecordTarget/Patie ntRo le/ Pati ent = "M " an d

$x//procedure/code[@codeS yst em=" 2.1 6.84 0.1 .113 883 .6.9 6"] [@co de = "315058005" ]

return <res > {$x/RecordTarget/Patie ntRo le/ ID} </res >

(c) Templ ates of queries ship ped to data provid ers wi th matchin g do cuments

count ( distinct-values ( fo r $x in doc("results.xml")//I D retur n $x ) )

(d) Countin g and dupli cate eli min ation performed locally

Fig. 4 – Step-by-step evaluation of a location oblivious XQuery query.

While we  emphasize on performance and efficiency, our
work aligns with the need to manage semantic heterogeneity
among clinical data sources. CDN promotes the sharing and
retrieval of clinical documents modeled using HL7 v3 stan-
dards, and these standards are precisely designed to enable
semantic interoperability between data sources.

3.  The  architecture  of  CDN

In this section, we  present the novel architecture of CDN, which
aims to achieve the following design goals:

• to enable scalable sharing and querying of HL7 v3 clini-
cal documents in a distributed environment, where a data
provider has complete control and ownership of its data like
in a federated model,

• to leverage the power of XML technologies and the P2P
model of computing to efficiently process a “location obliv-
ious query” in CDN, wherein the locations of relevant data
in the network (for a query) are discovered during query
processing,

• to provide high level of security to data providers and protect
the privacy of patients for HIPAA compliance using standard
cryptographic techniques, and

• to leverage open-source software to develop CDN and facili-
tate easy deployment.

Occasionally, we  use the terms “data provider,” “publisher”
and “participant” interchangeably to mean the same.

3.1.  System  overview

Given a network of data providers, each data provider runs
a copy of the CDN software much like an Internet user who
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installs and runs software such as Kazaa and Skype. The data
providers are connected through a network such as the Inter-
net or a Virtual Private Network (VPN). Each CDN software
communicates with other CDNs in the network to process a
user’s request.

The key components of the CDN software are shown in Fig. 3.
The user interface accepts requests from a user (authorized
by the data provider) to either publish HL7 v3 documents or
pose queries. Documents that are made available for shar-
ing with other data providers are stored in a local database,
which may be encrypted for security reasons. At the heart of
the CDN software, is a web application containing the XQuery
generator, the Query Shipping module, the Security Module,
and the location service called psiX built atop a DHT. CDN

employs a restricted form of the hybrid shipping approach [55] for
processing queries. The Query Shipping Module is responsi-
ble for shipping the subqueries to relevant data providers and
storing the returned results. An open source XQuery proces-
sor executes the queries. These queries are either subqueries
shipped from other data providers or queries generated by the
XQuery generator to process the results obtained from other
data providers (e.g., join processing). The actual HL7 v3 doc-
uments are never transferred across the network. Each CDN

maintains a RSA public/private key pair, which is used by the
Security Module for authentication and secure communica-
tion during query processing. Each CDN maintains a white list
of data providers/participants in the network that are allowed
to access its local data. (One way is to maintain the public keys
of allowed data providers in the white list.)

3.2.  Publishing  HL7  V3  clinical  documents

CDN allows any valid HL7 v3 clinical document to be published
by a data provider and therefore, a data provider is expected to
do minimal standardization of the documents. A data provider
may decide to share only the “Past Medical History” and “Phys-
ical Examination” from deidentified discharge summaries of
some patients. (By using HL7 v3, we  are in fact enforcing some
standardization.) By “publishing a document”, we  mean that
the data provider stores the document in its local database
and the document becomes ready to be queried by other data
providers. How do other data providers become aware of this doc-
ument? The answer is through the location service called psiX
[70,69], which is based on a novel, distributed XML indexing
technique for DHT-based P2P networks. It is important to note
that a document owned by a data provider resides locally and
is never exchanged or transferred through the network. The
data provider has full ownership and control of its data and
can implement local access control policies similar to a feder-
ated system.

Algorithm 1. Publishing a HL7 v3 document
proc publishDocument(document d)
1: Store the document d in the local database
2: Compute the signature s for d as described in psiX [70]
3: Construct the docid for d by concatenating the host-

name of the data provider, the local id of d, and the data
provider’s public key

4: Index (s, docid) using s as the key by invoking psiX
endproc

Algorithm 1 shows the sequence of steps involved in pub-
lishing a HL7 v3 document. First, the document is stored in the
local database. Then the signature of the document is gener-
ated. The signature is indexed by invoking psiX and along with
it the hostname of the data provider, the local id of the docu-
ment, and the data provider’s public key is stored. By knowing
the hostname of a data provider and the local id of a document
owned by that data provider, a participant in the network can
ship a query to it for execution. The public key is necessary
for secure communication during query processing. (The dis-
cussion of the security schemes employed by CDN is deferred
until Section 3.4.)

3.3.  Processing  XQuery  queries

Next, we describe the steps involved in processing an XQuery
query. We  use the term “query initiator” to refer to the data
provider where query is posed by a user. In the context of
sharing clinical data, we have developed a restricted form
of hybrid shipping approach to ensure that effective security
and privacy policies can be implemented for HIPAA compli-
ance. There are some limitations of pure data shipping and
pure query shipping. If pure data shipping were employed,
then an entire HL7 v3 document would have to be transferred
across the network to the query initiator and the query initia-
tor would have complete access to the document. If pure query
shipping were employed, then the participating data providers
would have to exchange results of shipped queries amongst
each other (e.g., in case of join operations). This may not be
desirable. In the hybrid approach adopted by CDN, joins are
always executed locally by the query initiator. The selection
and projection operations in the query on a single document
are always executed by the data provider owning the docu-
ment. (Which parts of the data can be projected, will depend
on what the data provider wishes to expose.) Aggregation and
duplicate elimination can be done either by the query initiator
or remotely by a data provider depending on the query.

Algorithm 2. Query processing at the query initiator

Algorithm 2 shows the steps taken by the query initiator to
process a location oblivious XQuery query. First, maximal XPath
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expressions are extracted from the query by examining the
XPath expressions in the FOR, WHERE, and RETURN clauses
(Line 1). We  define a maximal XPath expression as the longest
XPath expression that should be matched in an XML  document to
generate correct results. For each maximal XPath expression,
psiX is invoked to obtain the (docid, publisher) pairs for fur-
ther processing (Line 4). Next, for each publisher identified by
psiX, an XQuery query is created on one matching document
owned by that publisher/data provider to do selections and
projections. The entire list of such queries is sent all at once to
that publisher (Line 5). The returned results are stored in tem-
porary XML  files (Line 6) and finally, local processing is done
(Line 7).

Algorithm 3 shows the steps taken to process queries
shipped to a data provider. First, the receiving data provider
authenticates the query initiator using its white list con-
taining public keys of authorized query initiators and public
key cryptography. If the authentication succeeds, then the
shipped queries are executed and the results are encrypted
and returned to the query initiator. (The details of encryption
and decryption steps during query processing is discussed in
Section 3.4.)

Algorithm 3. Processing of a shipped query

3.3.1.  Basic  aggregation  queries
We  present a few examples of location oblivious XQuery
queries with basic aggregation operations. These queries
examine both coded content as well as textual content in the
HL7 v3 documents. In the following discussions, we assume
that the HL7 documents are modeled using Clinical Docu-
ment Architecture (CDA) R2 over deidentified patient data.
(In our evaluation, we  used deidentified discharge summa-
ries from the NLP research data sets available from the i2b2
project [84] and modeled them as CDA documents with sec-
tions, namely, History of Present Illness, Physical Examination,
Past Medical History, Past Surgical History, Allergies, Hospital
Course, Discharge Date, Discharge Diagnosis, and Discharge
Disposition.)

Fig. 4(a) shows a location oblivious XQuery query for a clin-
ical query Q1 to count the number of male patients who have had
colon cancer. Two maximal XPath expressions are extracted
from the query and are shown in Fig. 4(b). Based on these
expressions, two different query templates are used to gen-
erate the queries shipped to the data providers containing
matching documents for each of the maximal XPath expres-
sions. These are shown in Fig. 4(c). (As an optimization, we
ship a list of queries at once to a data provider, one each

on a matching document from that data provider.) Finally,
counting and duplicate elimination is applied at the query ini-
tiator on the results of the shipped queries. This is shown in
Fig. 4(d).

A few more  examples of clinical queries in CDN are shown
in Figs. 5 and 6. Because HL7 v3 is designed for incremen-
tal semantic interoperability, it is necessary to have queries
process both coded content as well as textual content for bet-
ter coverage of the data. For instance, in the query shown in
Fig. 5(a), the term “alopecia” is searched using the SNOMED CT
code within observation as well as within the textual content
under “Physical Examination.” In the query shown in Fig. 6(a),
“small cell lung cancer” is searched using the SNOMED CT code
within observation and procedure and the term “smoker” is
searched within the textual content under “History of Present
Illness.”

CDN also supports keyword queries over HL7 v3 documents.
Fig. 7 shows a query that finds the number of patients who  had
past medical history of “anemia.” A user is expected to provide
the keyword and select the category wherein the textual con-
tent should be searched (e.g., “Past Medical History”, “Hospital
Course”). The XQuery query for Q4 is shown in Fig. 7(a). This
query has one maximal XPath expression, which is shown
in Fig. 7(b). Figs. 7(c) and (d) show the template of the query
shipped to data providers containing relevant documents and
the local XQuery query executed by the query initiator, respec-
tively.

3.3.2.  Aggregation  queries  with  join  operations
Next, we present an aggregation query with a join operation
that CDN can execute. Consider the query Q5 shown in Fig. 8(a)
to find the number of patients who were given medications during
hospital course that have caused an allergy in one or more  patients.
The join operation is on the attribute ApplicationNumber of
the medications coded under “Allergies” and “Hospital Course”
in different discharge summaries. The two maximal XPath
expressions for the query are shown in Fig. 8(b). Two tem-
plates for the queries shipped by the query initiator to the
data providers containing matching documents are shown in
Fig. 8(c). (Query template A is for the first maximal XPath
expression and template B is for the second maximal XPath
expression.) The partial results from the shipped queries (gen-
erated from query template A) are concatenated and stored
locally in a temporary file say A.xml.  The partial results from
the shipped queries (generated from query template B) are
concatenated and stored locally in a temporary file say B.xml.
Finally, the query initiator (locally) performs the join operation
on the attribute ApplicationNumber in A.xml and B.xml,  fol-
lowed by duplicate elimination and counting. This is shown
by the query in Fig. 8(d).

3.4.  Security  module

CDN provides high level of security to data providers and pro-
tects the privacy of patient data to ensure HIPAA compliance.
CDN uses standard cryptographic techniques to achieve this.
Similar to a federated database model, each data provider has
complete control of its data and exposes only those that it
wishes to share (e.g., portions of deidentified discharge summ-
aries of certain patients). Each data provider running CDN
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Q2: Ho w man y patient s develope d alopeci a as a side-effec t of chemotherap y in th e targe t

population?

count (

for $x in collection("CDN")/Clini cal Docu men t

where $x//procedure/code[@code="150415003"][@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.96"] and

($x//observation/code[@co de= "270 504 008" ][@ code Sys tem= "2. 16.8 40. 1.11 388 3.6. 96" ] or

$x//section[code/@code="29545-1"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/text[contains(.,

"alopecia")])

return $x/RecordTarget/Patien tRol e/I D

)

(a) XQuery query for Q2
/ClinicalDocument[RecordTar get /Pat ien tRol e/I D]

[.//procedure/code[@code="1 5041 500 3"][ @co deSy ste m="2.16 .840 .1. 1138 83. 6.96 "]]

//observation/code[@code=" 2705 040 08"] [@c odeS yst em= "2.1 6.84 0.1 .113 883 .6.9 6"]

/ClinicalDocument[RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID]

[.//procedure/code[@code="1 5041 500 3"][ @co deSy ste m="2.16 .840 .1. 1138 83. 6.96 "]]

//section[code/@code="29545 -1"] [co de/@ cod eSys tem ="2.16. 840. 1.1 1388 3.6 .1" ]

/text[contains(.,"alopecia" )])

(b) Two maximal XPath express ions for Q2
(: ********* * Quer y templat e A ********* * :)

for $x in doc("...")/ClinicalDocum ent

where $x//procedure/code[@c ode ="15 041 5003 "][ @cod eSy stem ="2 .16. 840 .1.1 138 83.6 .96 "] an d

$x//observation/code[@co de=" 270 5040 08" ][@c ode Syst em="2.1 6.8 40.1 .11 3883 .6. 96" ]

return <res > {$x/RecordTarget/Pati ent Role /ID } </res >

(: ********* * Quer y templat e B ********* * :)

for $x in doc("...")/ClinicalDocum ent

where $x//procedure/code[@c ode ="15 041 5003 "][ @cod eSy stem ="2 .16. 840 .1.1 138 83.6 .96 "] an d

$x//section[code/@code="2 954 5-1" ][c ode/ @co deSy ste m="2 .16 .840 .1. 1138 83. 6.1" ]/t ext[ con tain s(. ,

"alopecia")]

return <res > {$x/RecordTarget/Pati ent Role /ID } </res >

(c) Templ ates of queries ship ped to data provid ers containin g relevant documents

count ( distinct-values (fo r $x in doc("results.xml")//I D retur n $x ) )

(d) Countin g and dupli cate eli min ation performed locally

Fig. 5 – A location oblivious query that processes both coded content as well as textual content.

generates a RSA public/private key pair. Each data provider
also maintains a white list of data providers that can access its
data (e.g., the white list can contain public keys of those data
providers).

When psiX is invoked to first identify relevant data
providers and their documents, the public keys of the data

providers are also returned. (Recall that along with the docu-
ment’s signature, the public key of the data provider is stored
by psiX (Algorithm 1).) When the query initiator contacts a
data provider that owns the matching documents, the data
provider first verifies the identity of the query initiator. Essen-
tially, the query initiator computes the hash of a message
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Q3: How many cases of small cell lung cancer are noted among smoking females in the target

population?

count (

for $x in collection("CDN")/Clini cal Docu men t[Re cor dTa rget /Pat ien tRol e/P atie nt = "F" ]

where ($x//procedure/code[@code="254632001"][@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.96"] or

$x//observation/code[@code="254632001"][@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.96"]) and

$x//section[code/@code="10164-2"][code/@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]/text[contains(.,

"smoker")]

return $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID

)

(a)
/ClinicalDocument[RecordTar get /Pat ien tRol e/I D][R ecordTa rge t/Pa tie ntRo le/ Pati ent = "F" ]

[.//procedure/code[@code="2 5463 200 1"][ @co deSy ste m="2.16 .840 .1. 1138 83. 6.96 "]]

//section[code/@code="10164 -2"] [co de/@ cod eSys tem ="2.16. 840. 1.1 1388 3.6 .1" ]

/text[contains(.,"smoker")]

/ClinicalDocument[RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID][RecordTarget/PatientRole/Patient = "F"]

[.//observation/code[@code= "254 632 001" ][@ code Sys tem="2. 16.8 40. 1.11 388 3.6. 96" ]]

//section[code/@code="10164 -2"] [co de/@ cod eSys tem ="2.16. 840. 1.1 1388 3.6 .1" ]

/text[contains(.,"smoker")]

(b) Two maximal XPath express ions for Q3
(: ********* * Quer y templat e A ********* * :)

for $x in doc("...")/ClinicalDocum ent [Rec ord Targ et/ Patient Role /Pa tien t = "F" ]

where $x//procedure/code[@c ode ="25 463 2001 "][ @cod eSy stem ="2 .16. 840 .1.1 138 83.6 .96 "] an d

$x//section[code/@code="1 016 4-2" ][c ode/ @co deSy ste m="2 .16 .840 .1. 1138 83. 6.1" ]/t ext[ con tain s(. ,

"smoker")]

return <res > {$x/RecordTarget/Pati ent Role /ID } </res >

(: ********* * Quer y templat e B ********* * :)

for $x in doc("...")/ClinicalDocum ent [Rec ord Targ et/ Patient Role /Pa tien t = "F" ]

where $x//observation/code[ @co de=" 254 6320 01" ][@c ode Syst em= "2.1 6.8 40.1 .11 3883 .6. 96" ] an d

$x//section[code/@code="1 016 4-2" ][c ode/ @co deSy ste m="2 .16 .840 .1. 1138 83. 6.1" ]/t ext[ con tain s(. ,

"smoker")]

return <res > {$x/RecordTarget/Pati ent Role /ID } </res >

(c) Templ ates of queries ship ped to data provid ers containin g relevant documents

count ( distinct-values (fo r $x in doc("results.xml")//I D retur n $x ) )

(d) Countin g and dupli cate eli min ation performed locally

Fig. 6 – Another location oblivious query that processes both coded content as well as textual content.

and encrypts it using its private key. Both the message, which
can be encrypted using the public key of the data provider,
and the encrypted hash are sent to the data provider. The
data provider uses the public key of the query initiator (or
checks its white list) and decrypts the encrypted hash and also
generates a hash of the message (after decrypting it). When

both match, the data provider considers the verification to
be successful. If the verification fails, then the query initia-
tor is refused further processing. We  illustrate this process in
Fig. 9(a).

When the verification succeeds, the data provider exe-
cutes the shipped queries on its local database. The query
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Q4: Ho w man y patient s hav e ha d pas t medica l histor y of ‘‘ane m ia’’ ?

(: *********** Keyword query *********** :)

count (

for $x in collection("CDN")/Clini cal Docu men t

where $x//section[code/@code= "113 48- 0"][ cod e/@c ode Syst em= "2.1 6.8 40.1 .11 3883 .6. 1"]/ tex t[

contains(.,"anemia")]

return $x/RecordTarget/Patien tRol e/I D

)

(a) XQuery query
/ClinicalDocument[RecordTar get /Pat ien tRol e/I D]// section [co de/@ cod e="1 134 8-0" ]

[code/@codeSystem="2.16.840 .1.1 138 83.6 .1" ]/te xt[ contain s(., "an emia ")]

(b) One maximal XPath express ion for Q4
(: *********** * Quer y templat e *********** * :)

for $x in doc("...")/ClinicalDocum ent

where $x//section[code/@cod e=" 1134 8-0 "][c ode /@co deS yste m=" 2.16 .84 0.1. 113 883. 6.1 "]/t ext [

contains(.,"anemia")]

return <res > {$x/RecordTarget/Pati ent Role /ID } </res >

(c) Templ ate of the query ship ped to data provid ers wi th matchin g documents

count ( distinct-values (fo r $x in doc("results.xml")//I D retur n $x ) )

(d) Countin g and dupli cate eli min ation performed locally

Fig. 7 – Keyword query in CDN.

is encrypted by the query initiator (using the public key of
the data provider) and the results from the data provider
are encrypted (using the public key of the query initiator).
This prevents malicious attacks and eavesdropping. When the
size of the results returned by a data provider is large, the
data providers generates an AES key and uses it to encrypt
the results. The AES key itself is encrypted using the public
key of the query initiator. We  illustrate the entire process in
Fig. 9(b).

Note that never is an actual HL7 document exchanged
or transferred through the network and it always resides
with the owner. Moreover, through our hybrid ship-
ping approach and the above security schemes, only an
authorized query initiator and the data providers own-
ing the relevant data for a query deal with unencrypted
data.

3.5.  User  interface

The user interface of CDN is designed to allow a clinician or
researcher to easily publish a HL7 v3 document and pose struc-
tured queries and keyword queries related to cancer diagnosis
and treatment. For structured queries, a browse hierarchy is
provided to simplify the input process for structured queries.
A form for posing incidence related queries on colon cancer is
shown in Fig. 10. (The user interface will be enhanced in the
future to allow the entry of join queries.)

Algorithm 4. Generation of the FOR clause for a query

3.6.  Generating  XQuery  queries

A user provides inputs using form interfaces and specific
XQuery query templates are associated with these interfaces.
(We do not perform any natural language processing (NLP).)
The generated XQuery queries have for, where,  and return

clauses. The count() function is finally applied to each query.
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Q5: Fin d th e numbe r of patient s wh o wer e give n medication s durin g hospita l cours e tha t hav e

caused an allerg y in on e or mor e patients .

count ( distinct-values (

for $e in collection("CDN")/Clini cal Docu men t,

$f in collection("CDN")//section[code/@code="45675-6"][code/@codeSystem=

"2.16.840.1.113883.6.1"]

where $e/structuredBody/secti on[c ode /@co de= "864 8-8 "][c ode /@co deS yste m=" 2.16 .84 0.1. 113 883. 6.1 "]/

manufacturedMaterial/@App lic atio nNu mbe r = $f/manufac turedMateri al/@ App lica tio nNum ber

return $e/RecordTarget/Patie ntRo le/ ID

))

(a) Join query in CD N

/ClinicalDocument[RecordTar get /Pat ien tRol e/I D]/s tructur edB ody/ sec tion [co de/@ cod e="8 648 -8" ]

[code/@codeSystem="2.16.8 40. 1.11 388 3.6. 1"] /man ufa ctur edM ater ial /@Ap pli cati onN umbe r

//section[code/@code="45675 -6" ][co de/ @cod eSy stem ="2.16. 840 .1.1 138 83.6 .1" ]/

manufacturedMaterial/@App lic atio nNu mbe r

(b) Maximal XPath express ions extracted from the query
(: ********* * Quer y templat e A ******** * :)

for $e in doc("...")/ClinicalDocum ent

where

$e/structuredBody/section [co de/@ cod e="8 648 -8"] [co de/@ cod eSys tem ="2. 16. 840. 1.1 1388 3.6 .1"] /

manufacturedMaterial[@App lic atio nNu mber ]

return

<res> <arg1>{$e/structuredB ody /sec tio n[co de/ @cod e=" 8648 -8" ]

[code/@codeSystem="2.16.840 .1. 1138 83. 6.1" ]/m anuf actured Mat eria l}< /arg 1>

<arg2>{$e/RecordTarget/Pat ien tRol e/I D}</ arg 2>

</res>

(: ********** * Quer y templat e B ******** * :)

for $f in

doc("...")//section[code/@c ode= "45 675- 6"] [cod e/@ codeSys tem= "2. 16.8 40. 1.11 388 3.6. 1"] /

manufacturedMaterial[@Appl ica tion Num ber ]

return <res > <arg1>{$f}</arg1 > </res >

(c) Templ ates of queries ship ped to publi shers wi th matchin g documents

to enabl e local joins
count( distinct-values (

for $e in doc("A.xml")//res , $f in doc("B.xml")//re s

where $e/arg1/manufacturedM ater ial /@Ap pli cati onN umb er =

$f/arg1/manufacturedMater ial /@Ap pli cati onN umbe r

return $e/arg2/I D

))

(d) Join operation, dupli cate eli min ation, and agg rega tion performed locally
22

Fig. 8 – Step-by-step evaluation of a location oblivious XQuery query with a join.

Algorithm 4 shows the steps for generating the for clause
of a query. An appropriate XPath expression is generated
depending on the patient’s attributes (e.g., gender, birthdate)
to be matched in the HL7 CDA header section.

Algorithm 5 shows the steps for generating the where

clause of a query where we  are interested in patients matching
a set of medical conditions. Textual content in certain HL7 CDA
sections are also matched based on patient’s conditions (e.g.,
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Fig. 9 – Security schemes in CDN.

check for “smoker” in history of present illness). Algorithm 6
shows the steps for generating the where clause of a query
where we  are interested in patients who had a procedure that
caused a particular outcome, which may or may not be coded.
Finally, Algorithm 7 shows the steps for generating the where

clause of a query where keyword matching is performed. Dif-
ferent HL7 CDA sections can be queried. Currently, the return

clause “return $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID” is used

Fig. 10 – A screenshot of the user interface in CDN.

in each query. Note that the algorithms use concatenate(...) to
concatenate a group of input strings.

Algorithm 5. Generation of the WHERE clause for a query
based on medical conditions

// Input:  C is a list of conditions; K is a list of key-
words and CDA sections
// Output: The WHERE clause for a query

proc Generate WHERE Condition(list C, list K)
1: Let C = {(c1, cs1), (c2, cs2),..., (cn, csn)} be the list of

conditions to match, where ci is the condition and
csi is the codesystem to use for ci (e.g., SNOMED
CT, ICD-9, LOINC)

2: wp ←
“(($x//procedure/code[@code=codec1 ]
[@codeSystem=codecs1 ] or

$x//observation/code[@code=codec1 ]
[@codeSystem=codecs1 ]) and

· · ·
($x//procedure/code[@code=codecn ]
[@codeSystem=codecsn ] or

$x//observation/code[@code=codecn ]
[@codeSystem=codecsn ]))”

3: Let K = {(k1, S1, cS1), (k2, S2, cS2),..., (km, Sm, cSm)}
denote the list of keywords to match in different
CDA sections such as patient’s history of present
illness, past medical history, etc, where ki is the
keyword, Si is the section, and cSi is the codesys-
tem to use for Si. (e.g., Match “smoker” in history
of present illness.)

4: wp ← concatenate (wp, “and”,
“($x//section[code/@code=codeS1 ]
[code/@codeSystem=codecS1 ]/
text[contains(.,k1)] and

· · ·
$x//section[code/@code=codeSm ]
[code/@codeSystem=codecSm ]/
text[contains(.,km)])”
)

5: return concatenate (“where”, wp)
endproc

Algorithm 6. Generation of the WHERE clause for a query with
a procedure causing an outcome

// Input: P is the procedure; E is the outcome
// Output: The WHERE clause for a query

proc GenerateWHERE Procedure Outcome(C, E)
1: Let P = ((p, csp), (S1, cS1)), where p is the procedure,

csp is the codesystem for p (e.g., SNOMED CT,
ICD-9, LOINC), S1 is the CDA section to search
in, and cS1 is the codesystem to use for S1. (e.g.,
Match for “chemotherapy” in history of present
illness.)

2: Let E = ((e, cse), (S2, cS2)), where e is the outcome
and cse is the codesystem for e, S2 is the CDA sec-
tion to search in, and cS2 is the codesystem to
use for S2. (e.g., Match for side-effect “alopecia”
in physical examination.)
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3: wp ←
“$x//section[code/@code=codeS1 ]
[code/@codeSystem=codecS1 ]//
procedure/code[@code=codep]
[@codeSystem=codecsp ] and

($x//section[code/@code=codeS2 ]
[code/@codeSystem=codecS2 ] //
observation/code[@code=codee]
[@codeSystem=codecse ] or

$x//section[code/@code=codeS2 ]
[code/@codeSystem=codecS2 ]/
text[contains(.,e)])”

4: return concatenate(“where”,  wp)
endproc

Algorithm 7. Generation of WHERE clause for keyword-based
searching

// Input: K is the Boolean expression with key-
words; S is the CDA section to search
// Output: The WHERE clause for a query

proc GenerateWHERE Keyword(K, S)
1: Let K = (k1 op1 k2 op2... ki) be the Boolean expres-

sion to query, where ki is a keyword and opi is a
Boolean operator.

2: Let S = (s, cs), where s is the CDA section and cs
is the corresponding codesystem. (e.g., Match for
“anemia” and “migraine” in past medical history.)

3: wp ←
“//section[code/@code=codes]
[code/@codeSystem=codecs]/text

[contains(.,k1) op1 contains(.,k2) op2 · · · con-

tains(., ki)]”
4: return concatenate(“where”,  wp)
endproc

3.7.  Joining  and  leaving  CDN

CDN can be setup to have any data provider join or leave the
network of data providers at any time with little administra-
tion. Furthermore, if only authorized data providers should
be permitted to join the network, then one data provider that
usually acts as the bootstrap node, can maintain the public
key of each authorized data provider and only allow a data
provider to connect to the network after authentication using
public key cryptography. In CDN, we  expect low degree of churn
unlike in Internet-scale P2P applications. We  leave it up to
the data provider to implement the desired authentication
scheme for users in the institution that can interact with CDN

using the GUI. For example, the data provider can rely on a
single sign-on (SSO) approach used in many  institutions.

4.  Implementation  and  evaluation

We  implemented CDN in Java using Eclipse and the open-
source JSP and Servlet Container called Apache Tomcat
(version 6). We  used open-source XQuery processors, namely,
SAXON [51] and BaseX [9], for storing and query processing of
HL7 CDA documents in CDN. Available security libraries in Java
were used for implementing the security schemes in CDN. The

psiX codebase was written in C++and was implemented using
the Chord DHT package [81]. To speed up query processing,
CDN employed multithreading to ship queries in parallel to
qualifying data providers.

CDN can be deployed in a conventional distributed environ-
ment consisting of a network of machines that communicate
using TCP/IP protocols (e.g., a wide-area network). Because we
did not have access to a large number of such machines, we
used Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [79] as a testbed
for our experiments. This way we could set up a large number
of data providers with non-trivial network latencies between
them, and each having a separate IP address. We could also
study the impact of different processing capabilities of the
data providers on the query processing time. Note that the
performance evaluation reported in the conference version
of this article [71] was conducted in a local cluster with five
machines using a smaller number of HL7 CDA documents. Fur-
thermore, multithreading was not implemented during query
processing. In this article, we  report a comprehensive eval-
uation of CDN using a large number of data providers and
published documents.

Next, we report the performance evaluation of CDN in two
settings, namely, a small-scale setting and a large-scale set-
ting.

4.1.  Performance  of  CDN  in  a  small-scale  setting

We  report the performance evaluation of CDN using a real
dataset on 20 data providers and a larger dataset of synthetic
documents using 25, 50, and 75 data providers.

4.1.1.  Using  a  real  dataset
(a) Dataset of HL7 CDA documents.  We obtained deidentified dis-
charge summaries from the NLP research datasets available
from the i2b2 project [84]. From these discharge summaries,
we created 335 HL7 CDA documents. These documents con-
tained both coded content as well as textual content and
had the following sections: History of Present Illness, Physical
Examination, Past Medical History, Past Surgical History, Aller-
gies, Hospital Course, Discharge Date, Discharge Diagnosis,
and Discharge Disposition. The codes were drawn from LOINC,
SNOMED CT, and FDA NDC (National Drug Code Directory).
Clinical findings, observations, procedures, and manufac-
tured materials in the discharge summaries were assigned
appropriate codes. Human intervention was necessary due to
the unstructured nature of textual content in the discharge
summaries. For example, abbreviations were used in the dis-
charge summaries such as B.C. for breast cancer and A. Fib.
for atrial fibrillation. Stop words were removed in the textual
content of the documents.

(b) Setup of CDN and distribution of documents.  We set up CDN

on 20 Amazon EC2 micro instances (or virtual machines), in
the US East (Northern Virginia) region in the same availability
zone. A micro instance provides one virtual core, up to 2 EC2
compute units (for short periodic bursts), 613 MB main mem-
ory, 8 GB of storage, and low I/O performance. Note that this
instance type is the cheapest ($0.02/h) but provides the least
amount of CPU resources among all the instance types avail-
able on Amazon EC2. It allows occasional spikes in the CPU
usage based on availability. We ran one data provider on each
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Fig. 11 – (a) Setup of CDN on Amazon EC2 (b) Distribution of
published documents.

micro instance and therefore, the data providers behaved as
low-end compute servers. The instances communicated using
TCP/IP protocols and ran 32 bit Linux. CDN was contacted via
a web browser running at University of Missouri-Kansas City
to either do publishing or querying. (See Fig. 11(a).)

We experimented with two distributions for the number of
documents published by data providers as shown in Fig. 11(b).
NORM was generated using a Gaussian distribution (� = 0 and
� = 4). EXPO was generated using a exponential distribution
(� = 0.5). Although our original dataset had only 335 docu-
ments, we  made one more  copy of each document but with
a different patient id. So in all, we published 670 documents.
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the documents. Because
of the small number of published documents by each data
provider, we  used SAXON as the XQuery processor at each data
provider. We will refer to the experiments conducted on these
distributions as NORM and EXPO.

One of the data providers issued the location oblivious
queries Q1–Q5 shown in Figs. 4–8.2 We measured the total
elapsed time for each query once it was chosen to run through
the web browser running on-site. We report the average time
over 5 runs.

(c) Effect of Using psiX. During query processing, CDN used
psiX to locate relevant documents and data providers for a
given query. Then it shipped subqueries to those qualifying
data providers rather than contacting every data provider in
the network. In Table 2, we  report the number of maximal
XPath expressions processed for a query and the total number

2 This data provider published the least number of documents.

(a) Query processing cost

(b) Breakup of time spent during query processing

Fig. 12 – Performance evaluation (NORM).

of data providers identified by psiX, which were then contacted
during query processing. For queries Q1–Q4, CDN contacted a
small number of data providers during query processing. For
Q5, the join query, 60% of the published documents were rel-
evant to either one of the two maximal XPath expressions in
Q5, and hence most of the data providers were contacted dur-
ing query processing. It is interesting to note that for query Q4,
the number of data providers contacted differed significantly
for NORM and EXPO due to the difference in the distribution of
published documents.

(d) Performance for the NORM distribution. Fig. 12(a) shows
the average total elapsed time per query. Query Q5 is a join
query and is more  complex than the other queries. For Q5,
CDN shipped subqueries to all the data providers as they con-
tained relevant documents for the query. Q5 generated more
results than the other queries. Hence CDN took more time to
process Q5. Fig. 12(b) shows how much time was spent in the
three phases of query processing, namely, (a) to locate relevant
XML documents using psiX, (b) to ship queries to relevant data
providers and receive the results using the security schemes
in CDN, and (c) to perform local processing such as joins, dupli-
cate elimination, and aggregation. We observed that the first
phase where psiX was used, consumed under 35% of the total
elapsed time and the final phase of local processing was less
than 20% of the total time. The phase involving query shipping
consumed most of the time as it required shipping queries
to qualifying data providers and obtaining results in a secure
manner (using the scheme described in Section 3.4).
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Table 1 – Characteristics of the real documents.

Total # of documents Total # of elements Total # of attributes Avg. size of documents

670 38256 47112 6.88 KB

Table 2 – Effect of using psiX.

Query # of maximal XPath
expressions

Total # of data
providers contacted
(NORM)

Total # of data
providers contacted
(EXPO)

Q1 2 4 3
Q2 2 2 3
Q3 2 3 4
Q4 1 8 3
Q5 2 20 18

(a) Query processing cost

(b) Breakup of time spent during query processing

Fig. 13 – Performance evaluation (EXPO).

(e) Performance for the EXPO Distribution. Fig. 13(a) shows the
average total elapsed time per query. As before, CDN took more
time to process the join query Q5. Fig. 13(b) shows how much
time was spent in the three phases of query processing. We
observed that the first phase where psiX was used, consumed
under 35% of the total elapsed time and the final phase of
local processing was less than 20% of the total time. Note
that we  used a different set of 20 EC2 instances for EXPO. For
EXPO, the time consumed by psiX was higher than that for
NORM.

It is interesting to note that Q4 was processed faster for
EXPO than NORM. This is because of a significant reduction in
the number of data providers contacted for EXPO as compared
with NORM. (See Table 2.)

4.1.2.  Using  synthetic  datasets
We  evaluated the performance of CDN using synthetic datasets
with up to 75 data providers, where each data provider had
limited computing power and published a small number of
documents. 3 Because we  had limited number of documents
in our real dataset, we  generated synthetic HL7 CDA docu-
ments with structure identical to the documents in the real
dataset but with randomly generated code values. Table 3
shows the characteristics of the documents. We tested CDN by
varying the number of data providers; we set up 25, 50, and 75
data providers, and one data provider ran on each EC2 micro
instance. Thus, in our setup, the data providers behaved as
low-end compute servers.

We tested each location oblivious query listed in Fig. 14 on
the synthetic dataset by issuing it from one data provider. For
each query, we  measured the average total elapsed time and
the time spent during the three phases of query processing.

(a) Evaluation results for 25 and 50 data providers. We set up
CDN with 25 data providers on 25 EC2 micro instances. All
the instances ran in the US East region in the same avail-
ability zone. (The average round-trip time between instances
was 0.6 ms.) A total of 2500 documents were published; each
data provider published 100 synthetic HL7 v3 documents.
Fig. 15(a) shows the average total elapsed time for queries
Q6–Q8. Fig. 15(b) shows the time spent during the different
phases of query processing. The time was dominated by the
query shipping phase as many  of the data providers were con-
tacted during this phase and the data providers were run on
EC2 micro instances.

Next, we  set up CDN with 50 data providers on 50 EC2 micro
instances. All the instances ran in the US East region in the
same availability zone. (The average round-trip time between
instances was 0.6 ms.) A total of 5000 documents were pub-
lished; each data provider published 100 synthetic HL7 v3
documents. Fig. 16(a) shows the average total elapsed time for
queries Q6, Q7, and Q8. Fig. 16(b) shows the time spent during
different phases of query processing. As before, the time was
dominated by the query shipping phase. Each query returned
more  results and contacted more  data providers than in the
previous setup with 25 data providers, because we  published

3 SAXON was used as the XQuery processor at each data
provider.
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Table 3 – Characteristics of the synthetic documents.

Total # of documents Total # of elements Total # of attributes Avg. size of documents

2500 143,020 178,690 6.66 KB
5000 285,670 352,180 6.82 KB
7500 428,280 529,890 6.78 KB

count (

for $x in collection("CDN")/Clini cal Docu men t

where $x/RecordTarget/Patient Role /Pa tien t = "M " an d

($x//observation/code[@co deS yste m=" 2.16 .84 0.1. 113 883. 6.9 6"][ @co de = "58" ] or

$x//procedure/code[@codeSys tem= "2. 16.8 40. 1.11 388 3.6.96" ][@c ode = "13"] )

return $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID

)

(a) Query Q6
count (

for $x in collection("CDN")/Clini cal Docu men t

where $x//procedure/code[@cod e="5 2"] [@co deS yste m=" 2.16 .84 0.1. 113 883. 6.9 6"] an d

($x//observation/code[@co de= "24" ][@ code Sys tem= "2. 16.8 40. 1.11 388 3.6. 96" ] or

$x//section[code/@code="114 93_4 "][ code /@c odeS yst em="2.1 6.84 0.1 .113 883 .6.1 "]/

text[contains(., "myocardial")] )

return $x/RecordTarget/Patien tRol e/I D

)

(b) Query Q7

count (

for $x in

collection("CDN")/ClinicalD ocum ent [Rec ord Targ et/ Patient Role /Pa tien t = "F" ]

where ($x//procedure/code[@co de=" 23" ][@c ode Syst em= "2.1 6.8 40.1 .11 3883 .6. 96" ] or

$x//observation/code[@code= "41" ][@ code Sys tem= "2. 16.840. 1.11 388 3.6. 96" ]) an d

$x//section[code/@code="101 84-2 "][ code /@c odeS yst em="2.1 6.84 0.1 .113 883 .6.1 "]/

text[contains(., "smoker") ]

return $x/RecordTarget/Patien tRol e/I D

)

(c) Query Q8

Fig. 14 – Queries for the synthetic dataset.

double the number of documents. Therefore, the total time
increased.

The average time spent by psiX to process the maximal
XPath expressions in a query ranged from 0.17 to 0.44 s. Over-
all, psiX was efficient in locating relevant documents in a
network of 25 and 50 data providers.

(b) Evaluation results for 75 data providers. Next, we conducted
a study by running CDN with 75 data providers on 75 EC2 micro
instances. We ran 25 instances in one availability zone and
50 instances in another availability zone; both the availability
zones belonged to the US East region. (The average round-trip

time across these two availability zones was 2.0 ms.) A total of
7500 documents were published; each data provider published
100 synthetic HL7 v3 documents.

In this experiment, we wanted to understand how the
query processing cost of CDN was affected when the number of
data providers involved during query processing (i.e., to pro-
cess shipped queries) changed. Fig. 17 shows the average total
elapsed time for queries Q6–Q8. The number of data providers
changed from 19 to 4. For each of these queries, the query
processing time decreased as the number of data providers
involved decreased. Figs. 18(a)–(c) shows the time spent
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Fig. 15 – Performance of CDN with 25 data providers and
2500 published documents.

during the different phases of query processing for queries Q6,
Q7, and Q8, respectively. As before, the time was dominated
by the query shipping phase.

The average time spent by psiX to process the maximal
XPath expressions in a query ranged from 0.25 to 0.39 s. Over-
all, psiX was efficient in locating relevant documents in a
network of 75 data providers.

4.2.  Performance  of  CDN  in  a  large-scale  setting

We  evaluated the performance of CDN in a large-scale setting
with hundreds of data providers and millions of documents.
We selected the US East region and ran 200 EC2 instances in
one data center (or availability zone) and the remaining 200
EC2 instances in another data center. On each instance, we
ran one data provider. In all, CDN had a network of 400 data
providers.

As in the earlier experiments, we generated synthetic HL7
documents with structure identical to those in the real dataset
but with randomly generated code values. Table 4 shows the
characteristics of the documents. Together, the data providers
hosted a total of 4 million synthetic HL7 CDA documents. (Each
data provider had 10,000 documents). Because of the large
number of documents, we used BaseX [9] as the underlying
XQuery processor on each data provider. The data providers
built structural indexes on their XML  documents.

We  tested the location oblivious queries listed in Fig. 14
by issuing them from one data provider. The query initiator
was in one data center and the data providers involved during

Fig. 16 – Performance of CDN with 50 data providers and
5000 published documents.

Fig. 17 – Performance of CDN with 75 data providers and
7500 published documents.

query shipping were in the other data center. This introduced
non-trivial network latencies during query processing with an
average round-trip time of 2 ms  between the two data centers.
We  also varied the selectivities of the queries as well as the
processing capabilities of the data providers.

We varied the selectivity of each query by varying the per-
centage of data providers in the network that were involved
during the query shipping phase. (These data providers
processed shipped queries.) We  denote this percentage by ˛.
For each query, we measured the total elapsed time (averaged
over 3 runs) for  ̨ = 1%,  ̨ = 10%, and  ̨ = 20% of the total number
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Table 4 – Characteristics of the synthetic documents.

Total # of documents Total # of elements Total # of attributes Avg. size of documents

4,000,000 229,536,000 282,672,000 6.83 KB

Table 5 – The final counts obtained after the execution of queries with 400 data providers in the network.

Query Final count (i.e., # of matches)

 ̨ = 1% (4 data providers)  ̨ = 10% (40 data providers)  ̨ = 20% (80 data providers)

Q6 1252 12,520 25,040
Q7 28 280 560
Q8 24 240 480

Table 6 – Total size of the intermediate results for queries with 400 data providers in the network.

Query Total size of intermediate results

 ̨ = 1% (4 data providers) ˛  = 10% (40 data providers)  ̨ = 20% (80 data providers)

Q6 39,984 bytes 399,732 bytes 799,452 bytes
Q7 912 bytes 9012 bytes 18,012 bytes
Q8 792 bytes 7812 bytes 15,612 bytes

of data providers in the network. (The total number of data
providers was 400.) As the number of data providers involved
during query shipping increased, more  matches were found,
and the total size of the intermediate results also increased.
The final count value (i.e., the number of matching patients)
obtained after the execution of each query for different values
of  ̨ is shown in Table 5. The count value increased linearly
with increase in ˛. For each query, the size of the intermediate
results for different values of  ̨ is shown in Table 6.

We varied the processing capabilities of the data providers
by running them on 3 different EC2 instance types, namely,
small, medium, and high-CPU medium instance types. (These
instance types are more  powerful than the micro instance type
used in Section 4.1.) A small instance provides one virtual
core with 1 EC2 compute unit, 1.7 GiB main memory,  160 GB of
storage, and moderate I/O performance. A medium instance
provides one virtual core with 2 EC2 compute units, 3.75 GiB
main memory,  410 GB of storage, and moderate I/O perfor-
mance. Finally, a high-CPU medium instance provides 5 EC2
compute units (2 virtual cores), 1.7 GiB main memory,  350 GB
of storage, and moderate I/O performance.

Next, we  report the total elapsed time (averaged over 3
runs) to process the queries. Fig. 19(a) shows the total elapsed
time for  ̨ = 1% on small, medium, and high-CPU medium
instance types. As expected, when data providers ran on more
powerful instances, the query processing time reduced and
the best performance was obtained with high-CPU medium
instances. For example, Q6 ran 3.6 times faster on high-CPU
medium instances than on small instances. Fig. 19(b) shows
the total elapsed time for  ̨ = 10% on small, medium, and high-
CPU medium instance types. As before, the query processing
time reduced when more  powerful instances were used to run
the data providers. Finally, Fig. 19(c) shows the total elapsed
time for  ̨ = 20% on small, medium, and high-CPU medium
instance types. Similar trends were observed as before.

From the results in Fig. 19, we observed that with increasing
values of ˛, the total elapsed time increased for all the queries.
For example, with medium EC2 instances, Q6 was processed
in 4.47 s, 15.72 s, and 87.74 s, for  ̨ = 1%,  ̨ = 10%, and  ̨ = 20%,

respectively. This was expected because when  ̨ increased,
more  data providers were involved during query shipping,
resulting in more  matches. Because Q6 had lower selectivity
than Q7 and Q8, in most cases, CDN required more  time to pro-
cess it for the same value of  ̨ and instance type. For example,
with high-CPU medium instances, Q6–Q8 were processed in
70.28 s, 6.29 s, and 11.32 s, respectively, for  ̨ = 20%.

5.  Discussion

In this section, we present the salient features of CDN and
the significance of our experimental setup and performance
evaluation results. We show how CDN can be extended to han-
dle different standard terminologies in HL7 v3 documents
using available mapping methods; we  also point out that
handling the variation in coding within a same terminology
(e.g., SNOMED CT) is a serious challenge and requires further
research. We also discuss our design choices for security and
privacy in the context of recent work on privacy-preserving
data publishing. Finally, we present our plans for future work.

5.1.  Salient  features

The salient features of CDN are summarized below.

• The design of CDN is based the synergistic combination of
the peer-to-peer (P2P) technology and the widely adopted
XML  standard and the XQuery language. The striking fea-
ture of CDN is the notion of a location oblivious query, wherein
the locations of relevant data in the network (for a query) are
discovered during query processing. A user simply issues a
single location oblivious query (that is mapped to an XQuery
query) across multiple data sources in the network to per-
form aggregations and joins.

• Though CDN employs a P2P model, it still provides the bene-
fits of a federated database model such as ownership of data
and ability to implement local access control policies. The
HL7 v3 clinical documents are always stored with the owner
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Fig. 18 – Breakup of time spent during query processing.

and are never exchanged or transferred across the network.
While caBIG is designed to enable sharing of a wide range
of biomedical and clinical data, CDN focuses only on sharing
and querying HL7 v3 clinical documents.

• To process a location oblivious query, CDN has a novel loca-
tion service called psiX for quickly identifying the locations
of data relevant to the query [70]. This location service uses
a novel distributed XML  indexing technique that allows
processing of XPath queries in a P2P environment.

Fig. 19 – Total elapsed time on different EC2 instance types
with 400 data providers and 4 million HL7 CDA synthetic
documents.

• CDN employs a hybrid shipping approach [55] to process an
XQuery query. Parts of the query are shipped across the
network and parts of the query are processed by the data
provider where the query was issued. Not only is this bet-
ter than pure data shipping or pure query shipping w.r.t
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resource utilization and performance, but also for enabling
high levels of security and privacy during query processing.

• CDN employs standard cryptographic techniques (i.e., RSA
and AES) to provide security to data providers, prevent
unauthorized data providers, authenticate members in the
network during query processing, and provide confiden-
tiality and integrity to message exchanged during query
processing.

• CDN is built using open-source software tools and has been
tested in a distributed environment using Amazon EC2.

5.2.  Performance  evaluation  on  Amazon  EC2

Next, we discuss the significance of our performance evalua-
tion and experimental setup. We  evaluated CDN in a distributed
setting using Amazon EC2 as a testbed. Because we did not
have access to a large number of machines in a wide-area net-
work, we  selected Amazon EC2. We  set up a large number of
data providers (up to 400), each with a separate IP address. We
also studied the impact of different processing capabilities of
the data providers on the query processing cost. We  tested
CDN with a real dataset of discharge summaries available from
the i2b2 project [65] and a synthetic dataset containing 4 mil-
lion documents. Not only did we test the performance of CDN

within a data center but also across two different data centers
with an average round-trip time of 2 ms  between them. (This
latency was non-trivial and much higher than that in a local
area network. The average round-trip time between two hosts
in our local Gigabit cluster was 0.11 ms.  The average round-
trip time between a host in this cluster and an EC2 instance
in the US East region was 43 ms.) So our experimental setup
is more  realistic than a local area network.

CDN showed good performance on real and synthetic
datasets. The query processing time was dominated by the
activities in the query shipping phase. The following param-
eters affect the time taken by this phase: (a) the number of
data providers that are involved during query shipping, (b) the
network latencies to contact the data providers, (c) the size
of partial results returned by the data providers, and (d) their
processing power and system load during query processing;
the latter two will affect the speed of encryption and decryp-
tion during query processing.

5.3.  Different  coding  standards

It is possible for CDN to search HL7 v3 documents coded with
different coding standards. This is because XQuery allows
Boolean operators to combine different XPath expression. For
example, one can search for clinical finding “Diverticula of
colon,” which may be coded using SNOMED CT or ICD-9-CM
or ICD-10-CM using the XQuery query shown in Fig. 20. For-
tunately, there are methods today to map  codes across these
standard clinical terminologies [3,2].

Within a standard there are variations how the codes are
used by coding experts [7,6]. For example, there is more  than
one way to represent concepts in SNOMED CT through pre-
coordination or post-coordination of codes. CDN does an exact
match on the codes and therefore, cannot determine the
equivalency between pre-coordinated and post-coordinated
codes in HL7 v3 documents. One possible solution to overcome

this issue is to use existing methods [27,50]: The pre- and
post-coordinated concepts in HL7 v3 documents could be rep-
resented in a normal/canonical form before being published by
a data provider. Pre-coordinated codes can still be retained in
the documents as they facilitate faster searching when a query
contains them. At query time, CDN could generate a query in
the canonical form as well as have pre-coordinated codes. The
location service psiX could search for documents that either
match the maximal XPath expressions with pre-coordinated
codes or in the canonical form. Similarly, the shipped queries
will contain XQuery queries with pre-coordinated codes as
well as in the canonical form. While processing the canoni-
cal form, the rules for testing equivalence can be applied [50].
Further research is necessary to fully solve this problem.

5.4.  Privacy-preserving  data  publishing

Privacy-preserving data publishing has received much atten-
tion in recent years due to the need for sharing sensitive
data in many  applications. The goal is to preserve the pri-
vacy of individuals in a published dataset while maintaining
its utility for tasks such as mining and analysis. Many privacy-
preserving data publishing approaches have been proposed in
recent years for relational data [82,10,61,36,57,30,11,35,42,87],
set-valued data [40,88,43,17,83,18], and for both [64]. A few
approaches have been developed for preserving the privacy
of distributed XML  content [12,21,39].

One may wonder if the aforementioned approaches can be
used in CDN. We  provide our thoughts by considering real-
world, data sharing tools deployed in US hospitals such as
SHRINE [86,85] and FURTHeR [60,59]. These systems employ
a federated architecture, where the data providers control
their data and only aggregrate counts on matches for a query
are returned by a data provider. This is done to abide by the
state and federal laws [85]. CDN draws inspiration from these
systems, wherein the data providers own their HL7 CDA doc-
uments and never transmit them through the network. Only
partial results are transmitted, and the integrity and confiden-
tiality of messages are preserved during transmission. Unlike
healthcare datasets that are released for secondary use, the
data owned by data providers in CDN can be queried only by
authorized participants. Also note that CDN is not a publish-
subscribe system.

The following scenarios can arise in a system designed
for sharing clinical and biomedical data: (a) sharing of dei-
dentified data, (b) sharing of limited datasets, or (c) sharing
of identifiable data [1]. In the United States, according to the
HIPAA Privacy Rule [44], protected health information (PHI) can
be deidentified either by an expert statistician or by remov-
ing 18 identifiers. Data providers can share deidentified data
without violating HIPAA. HIPAA also allows data providers to
share limited datasets that contain certain identifiers in PHI
(e.g., age, codes) provided they sign a data use agreement. Data
providers can share identifiable data (e.g., in HIEs) based on a
trust agreement [78].

If CDN is used to share and query deidentified data,
the aforementioned privacy-preserving data publishing
approaches can be utilized to deidentify CDA documents.
These deidentified documents can then be processed by CDN.
For sharing limited datasets and identifiable data, however,
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count(

for $x in collection("CDN")/ClinicalDocument

where

$x//observation/code[@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.96"][@code = "63532004"] or

$x//observation/code[@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.103"][@code = "562.10"] or

$x//observation/code[@codeSystem="2.16.840.1.113883.6.90"][@code = "K57.30"]

return $x/RecordTarget/PatientRole/ID

)

Fig. 20 – An XQuery query in CDN that searches using different coding standards.

a privacy-preserving data publishing approach may not be
needed. Note that data providers in CDN are free to implement
local access control policies [23,31]. Yet, there are some
additional issues to handle: Unauthorized entities should not
be allowed to participate in the data sharing network. The
integrity and confidentiality of messages exchanged between
data providers must be preserved. For these reasons, we have
adopted well-known cryptographic techniques in CDN. In
fact, digital certificates are being used by caBIG services for
authentication and secure transmission [16].

5.5.  Future  plan

In the future, we  plan to use the popular i2b2 web front-end
for CDN, similar to other efforts [59]. We plan to extend the cur-
rent implementation of CDN to employ digital certificates. We
also plan to study the quality of results returned by CDN. To
encourage the adoption of CDN by the community, we  believe
a cloud-based deployment is compelling, because no software
changes are needed on-premise at a hospital or a clinic, and
users can simply run CDN using any web browser with appro-
priate security mechanisms. We have already established the
feasibility of deployment of CDN and its performance impli-
cations in a cloud computing environment. We  plan to study
how CDN can leverage the elastic properties of a cloud infra-
structure. In the future, a virtual machine image  with CDN

pre-installed can be provided in a cloud (e.g, Amazon EC2). A
hospital or clinic could launch one or more  instances, which
would behave as CDN data providers, and connect to other
data providers launched by other hospitals and clinics. Note
that the instances will be under full control of the owner who
launched them. A few companies (e.g., MedCommons, TC3
Health) have already developed HIPAA compliant applications
using Amazon cloud services. We plan to release CDN as a
public image  on Amazon EC2 under the Open Health Tools
Initiative (http://openhealthtools.org).

6.  Conclusions

We  presented a new software tool called CDN for sharing
and querying of HL7 v3 clinical documents. CDN is based on
the synergistic combination of the P2P model of comput-
ing and XML  and XQuery technologies. The key feature of
CDN is the notion of location oblivious queries. CDN provides
complete ownership of data to a data provider similar to a

federated database model. For HIPAA compliance, CDN uses
standard cryptographic techniques for providing security to
data providers and protecting the privacy of patient records.
CDN has a simple user interface for posing structured as well
as keyword queries on both coded as well as textual content in
HL7 documents. We  have evaluated CDN in a distributed envi-
ronment using Amazon EC2 as a testbed. We tested CDN using
real and synthetic datasets. Overall, CDN showed good perfor-
mance in a setup with large number of data providers and
documents.
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